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SERVICES
Here at Connect we built our values on a
commitment to exceptional client service. Our
specific sector focus and many years’ experience
of practical application within businesses enables

us to support you in a way that benefits your
company whilst remaining commercial astute.
Our Services are designed to provide you with
commercial and flexible advice and support.
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ADVICE
SUPPORT

Our Specialist Areas are:


Contracts of Employment and Service
Agreements



Restrictive Covenants
Settlement Agreements
Equal Pay
Whistleblowing
Discrimination
GLAA
TUPE, Redundancy and Restructuring








Unfair Dismissal
 Employee Rights and Relations
 Discipline and Grievances


Terminating Senior Executive/Management
 Employment Agreements and Policies
 Confidentiality and Non-compete
Arrangements








Off Payroll Working Rules
Employment Tribunal Representative
Shareholder Agreements
Director Service Agreements
Agency Worker Regulations

Conduct Regulations
 Onshore False
Self-Employment Legislation


GO
FLEX
SUPPORT
CONNECT FLEX
This flexible approach gives you unlimited access
to your own dedicated Lawyer for a fixed monthly
fee. You can customise the services you wish to
have support with to suit the needs of your
business at any time. We understand that this can
be a changing landscape so allow us to Flex our
services around you with no minimum retainer
arrangements. Your business needs to be able to
adapt and change - let us do this with you.

CONNECT GO
We are your ‘go to’ Lawyers providing you with
you quick access to legal advice as and when your
business needs it. Connect Go services cover a
range of employment & commercial law matters.
Our Lawyers provide no messing commercial
and strategic advice. Connect Go is a ‘pay as you
go service’ which can complement your existing
HR department or support your senior
management team.
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DEDICATED ADVISER
Your dedicated adviser will get to know you and
your business ensuring you receive the best
commercial advice. This approach enables us to
cut down the time required to support you after all
we are here to help, not to take advantage of
billing you unnecessarily.
BESPOKE DRAFTING
Your dedicated adviser will review all your existing
contracts and handbooks to ensure they are
compliant and update to date. Alternatively, they
can draft bespoke contracts and handbooks from
scratch to suit your business. They will also draft
bespoke letters and documents to support the
advice provided to you.
FACE TO FACE SUPPORT
Our advisers don’t just sit behind a desk! We are
aware that you may need face to face support, so
we are able to go one step further by providing
onsite support.

DIGITAL SUPPORT
With our remote support system, we can
guarantee support for you and your business
regardless of random acts of force majeure or
pandemics. We know that in times of crisis our
support will be invaluable to your business. You can
be reassured that we will be continually available to
ensure continuity and compliance giving you
added security on the good and bad days.
EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNAL
REPRESENTATION
Employment Tribunals can sometimes be
unavoidable even when you have followed advice.
In the event an ET1 lands on your desk, you have
the peace of mind that we support you and can
deal with the case management preparation and
representation for a fixed fee.





Prepare and submit ET3
Deal with Case Management directions
Attendance at hearings
ACAS conciliation

Are you thinking ahead? Are you mindful
of the bigger picture and your ultimate
goal or are you distracted and bogged
down by the day to day detail?
Let us help you make time to stand back and
consider whether you have the best possible
business structure, reward methods, acquisition
strategy and exit plans.

OUR FOCUS IS TO

Have your strategic objectives changed or has
your business seen considerable growth without
the people and processes in your organisation
following suit? Are your key personnel suitably
motivated? Talk to us about your plans and let us
give you the benefit of our market knowledge. We
can work with you to ensure your hard work and
commitment in business provides the immediate
and longer-term rewards you deserve.
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YOUR BUSINESS

GROWTH

FOREVER CHANGING

